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.wg's short stories. - yola - .wg's short stories. winston graham was not a prolific writer of short stories, as the list
below confirms. in fact, in his seventy years (1934-2003) as a productive, published author, he wrote more novels
than short stories. nonetheless, sporadically but without cease, he continued to dabble in the form. in 1971 collins
collected fourteen tales, most but not all previously published, in the ... updating w. h. hudson's bibliography project muse - updating w. h. hudson's bibliography dennis shrubsall english literature in transition, 1880-1920,
volume 31, number 2, 1988, pp. 186-188 (article) about this volume - salempress - focus on one speciÃ‚Â¿c
pulp title weird tales. 7his volume could have easily selected one of any number of major pulps for this
discussion, including black mask, adventure, and even argosy. weird tales and its most important contributors
were chosen because of that magazineÃ¢Â€Â™s commanding, almost mythical stature in the history of
twentieth-cen-tury fantasy and horror Ã‚Â¿ction arguably, only ... magazine section - nebulaimg - magazine
section section i: complete serials in magazines ... ----- nine lives in august 21, 1937 issue of argosy very good
.....75.00 ----- orders is orders in december 18, 1937 issue of argosy near fine .....80.00 ----- the shooter in
december 12, 1936 issue of argosy fine .....85.00 ----- stranger in town in december 1949 issue of famous western
fine .....100.00 ----- the toughest ranger in ... dinosaurs in science fiction literature - page 1 of 11 dinosaurs in
science fiction literature (compiled by m.k. brett-surman) a guide to stories, novels, anthologies and pulps. (this
list does not include comics, young adult or juvenile stories.) on at the mountains of madness enveloping the
cosmic horror - on at the mountains of madness ... accepted june 10, 2008; last revised july 10, 2008
proofreaders: jeffrey cuvilier, hsueh-mei chen, chia-chi tseng, ying-tzu chang . 2 euramerica i h. p.
lovecraftÃ¢Â€Â™s at the mountains of madness is one of his longest works, at around 50,000 words, which
would have made it suitable for publication as a single-volume novelette. yet ironically, by the time of ... pulp
writer - muse.jhu - notes 261 6. ad astra per aspera, add aspirin 1. although it can be argued that street & smith
was, at the time of the writing of pulp writer, the oldest surviving pulp robert bellem papers - pdf.oaclib bellem sold his first detective story to argosy in 1925. he began writing for spicy detective stories in 1934. he also
wrote under the pseudonyms anthony gordon, franklin charles, john grange, and john a. saxon. bellem later wrote
television screenplays. the collection consists of short stories, novels, movie scenarios, radio scripts, and
television plays written by bellem. physical location ... a bibliography of richard matthews hallet - colby
college - colby library quarterly 453 a bibliography of richard matthews hallet by richard cary books the lady aft.
boston: small, maynard & co., 1915. also,
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